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Enterprise value £16.4m 
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COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

CEPS is an industrial holding company that 
buys majority stakes in profitable, growing 
entrepreneurial UK companies. 

www.cepsplc.com 
 

Positioned for growth 

Resilient performance in a tough year 

HY21 results demonstrate that CEPS is now a transformed entity, with its 
first ‘clean’ set of results following the strategic restructuring over the past 
three years. H1 is a creditable performance given the near-total shut down 
in two out of three of its end markets.  Once normal trading resumes, we 
believe that CEPS is well placed to deliver on its capital growth strategy, 
through steadily growing underlying company profits and repaying debt. 
Given seasonality in Aford Awards and Friedman’s, including Milano 
International, we anticipate limited recovery in FY21. However, we expect 
continued positive momentum in Hickton Group. Management indicated 
that FY22 should be a true representation of the potential financial 
performance of CEPS Group as a whole.  

▪ CEPS transformed after three years of restructuring. It is now poised to 
not only take advantage of a recovery in underlying markets but also 
deliver operational efficiencies from its restructured portfolio and 
acquisition strategy. In September three small businesses were added to 
Aford Awards which are expected to increase profitability within the 
subsidiary significantly, for a relatively minimal investment of up to £321k.  
 

▪ Revenue is recovering from the depressed 2020 levels up 65% to £9.0m 
in H1, reflecting just continuing operations. Whilst profitable, results have 
still been badly impacted by the pandemic. The construction sector has 
recovered faster than retail and leisure, with Hickton Group the main 
contributor to Group profits in H1. However, it is encouraging that CEPS 
has reduced its reliance on Government support, as end markets improve.  

 

▪ Funded for future growth. A £2m facility was agreed in May to repay an 
expiring loan. Post period, CEPS raised £1.6m gross, through a 4m share 
issue at 40p per share. 

 
CEPS is well placed to deliver on its buy and build strategy, using the Group’s 
cash flow to reduce gearing, add businesses and, over time, provide a 
dividend stream. CEPS will also look to increase its shareholdings in its 
underlying subsidiaries. The Group has emerged from its three-year 
restructuring with a clear strategy as to how it will grow its businesses, 
capturing a greater market share through operational efficiencies and 
marketing.   Profit improvement in H1 suggests  CEPS Group restructuring is 
proving to be successful and that underlying markets are starting to recover.
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H1 Highlights 

First clean set of results 

Revenue increased 65% to £9.0m, well ahead of the depressed levels experienced in H120 
(£6.3m, with £5.4m from continuing operations).  Group operating profit before 
exceptional items, was £855k (H120: £213k which included £357k from continuing and a 
£144k loss from discontinued).  Group costs have also been reduced to £164k from £254k 
in H120, primarily due to reduced fees from a legacy pension scheme. 

The construction sector has recovered more quickly than the retail and leisure industries 
and Hickton Group was the key contributor to the improvement in Group profitability. 
Hickton’s results also included a full six months’ contribution of the Cook Brown 
acquisitions, compared to just three months in H120 and also three months contribution 
from the Millington Lord businesses, acquired in March 2021.  

Management is confident that the profit improvement should be viewed as an early 
indication that the CEPS Group restructuring is proving to be successful. Once the impact 
of lockdowns reduces, and end markets recover to more normal levels, we assume that the 
loss-making subsidiaries will return to profitable trading. £240k of other operating income 
came from COVID-19 related grants which have considerably reduced from £563k for the 
same period last year (split between £447k for continuing and £116k for discontinuing). In 
our view, this demonstrates that a gradual recovery is now underway.  

Financial flexibility with new loan facility and fundraise 

A new £2m facility from a third party, was agreed in May which repaid the loan due in June 
2021. Despite the difficult trading environment, operating cashflow from continuing 
operations was positive in H1 at £515k (£696k in H120 which included discontinued 
operations). Group net debt as at 30th June 2021 increased slightly to £6.2m (£5.6m in 
H120). This excludes the loan notes from vendors and management teams, used to finance 
the Group’s  acquisitions. The increase in net debt was primarily due to the movement in 
working capital and restructuring costs.  

Post period, CEPS has successfully raised gross proceeds of £1.6m, and £1.582m net, 
through an issue of 4m new shares at 40p per share, a 17% discount to the last closing 
price. We believe that CEPS is now well-positioned financially to support business growth 
until end markets recover fully and drive profitability and cash.  

Operational Results 

Hickton Group is a collection of specialist building services businesses. First-half 
performance was robust with revenue at £6.6m (H120: £2.9m) and EBITDA (pre-
exceptional items) at £1.0m (H120: £515k). As highlighted above results benefitted from 
the full six months of the Cook Brown businesses and three months from the Millington 
Lord subsidiaries.  

We believe that Hickton Group, given the new management team and restructuring, is well 
placed to increase profitability and cash, through operational efficiencies. Whilst the first-
half performance has been strong, management has, however, expressed concerns 
regarding the recruitment of quality staff to grow the business, an issue that is becoming a 
common problem across different industry sectors.  

Aford Awards, the trophies and engraving business, has been severely impacted by COVID, 
due to the ban on public and sporting events. H121 revenue was £515k (H120: £390k) with 
EBITDA at £164k (H120: £57k). H121 demonstrates a gradual improvement in trading 
conditions. Pre pandemic the business had a turnover of £1.1m and EBITDA of £285k, 
highlighting the potential profitability when demand returns.  
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The new management team is committed to growth through the acquisition of smaller 
businesses where assets and clients can be integrated into the Aford Awards structure. 
Three such businesses were acquired in early September, which are expected to increase 
profitability significantly for a relatively minimal investment of up to £321k.  

Friedman's, a stretch fabric specialist, acquired Milano International in October 2019 and 
embarked on a product relaunch planned for April 2020, right when COVID-19 hit. In 
January 2021 Milano International was named the official leotard partner of British 
Gymnastics. Whilst core sales have been hit hard, Friedman’s Funki Fabrics business has 
recovered faster and sales were higher than the comparable six months of 2020. 

Revenue from Friedman’s and Milano International was £1.9m in H121 (H120: £2.2m). 
EBITDA before exceptional items was £82k, severely depressed compared to £304k in 
H120.  However, given that the latest restrictions were only lifted in July 2021, after the 
period end, this is a creditable performance. Once end markets recover we expect strong 
growth in profitability underpinned by the expected benefits of the acquisition. 

Vale Brothers Group Limited the new associate company, merged Davies Odel with Vale 
Brothers in December 2020. In H121 it produced a small profit contribution of £25k 
compared to Davies Odell which was loss-making for seven years. Vale Brothers 
manufactures equestrian products and compliments Davies Odell's range of personal 
protection products and strong brands. The merger has enabled significant restructuring, 
putting the new company on a good footing to increase profitability, not just through cost-
cutting. The market is highly fragmented with expected acquisition opportunities. 

 
Organisation Structure 

  

Source: Company information 
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To arrange a meeting with the management team, or for further information about Progressive, please contact: 
Emily Ritchie 
+44 (0) 20 7781 5311 
eritchie@progressive-research.com 
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